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Thank you for the opportunity to share the Federal Trade Commission staff's views on the likely effects of price
controls and other policies in Hawaii's gasoline market.(1)
The Federal Trade Commission is charged by statute with preventing unfair methods of competition and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.(2) Commission staff have had considerable experience
assessing the competitive impact of regulations and business practices in the petroleum industry, including the
petroleum industry in Hawaii.(3) On numerous occasions, the Commission staff have offered comments on proposed
state laws covering a variety of areas, including laws that would regulate gasoline prices, ban sales of motor fuels
below cost, or limit competition between refiner-owned and independent gas stations.(4)
In May 2002, Hawaii enacted Act 77, imposing wholesale and retail price controls on regular unleaded gasoline
beginning on July 1, 2004. The legislation also directed Hawaii's Department of Business, Economic Development
and Tourism (DBEDT) to assess the likely impact of price controls and other alternative policies to reduce gasoline
prices in Hawaii. We believe that the Legislature showed great foresight when it included this provision.
During the past several months, the staff of the FTC's Office of Policy Planning, Bureau of Economics, and the
Western Region (San Francisco) have engaged in extensive conversations with staff of the Hawaii Attorney General's
Office and DBEDT. We have reviewed documents from the State's price-fixing lawsuit against the oil companies,(5)
materials from the FTC's own investigations of oil company mergers affecting Hawaii's gasoline market, and price
data collected as part of an ongoing FTC gasoline price monitoring project. Based on the evidence we have seen, we
offer the following observations that may be of use to Hawaii's policymakers as you consider alternative policies
affecting competition and pricing in the gasoline market:

1. Hawaii's gasoline market has two refineries and six principal retail chains. Import prices for gasoline have a
significant influence on its wholesale price. Several features of Hawaii's market tend to reduce retail supply and
increase retail prices, including rent caps for stations operated by lessee-dealers and a retail "anti-encroachment" law
restricting marketers' ability to open new company-operated stations near existing dealer-operated stations.
2. Price controls usually create shortages, reduce quality, and generate inconvenience for consumers when they are
imposed in markets that could be competitive. If the price controls in Act 77 become effective and succeed in
reducing retail gasoline prices, they likely will impose significant non-price costs on consumers.
3. The more consumer-friendly way to reduce gasoline prices in Hawaii would be through policies that reduce costs
and/or promote competition. Policies that may deserve further consideration include repealing Hawaii's retail antiencroachment law, repealing the rent cap on gas stations (which may discourage refiners and marketers from
establishing new dealer-operated stations), and ensuring that the Hawaii Attorney General's office has adequate
resources to review mergers that may impact competition in Hawaii's gasoline market. If DBEDT's ongoing study and
other evidence indicate that wholesale gas prices are not competitive, policymakers may want to consider initiatives
to improve access to existing import terminals.
I will elaborate briefly on each of these points.

1. Market Structure and Costs
Hawaii's gasoline market has two refineries, owned by ChevronTexaco and Tesoro. The State's five principal
marketers - ChevronTexaco, Tesoro, Shell, ConocoPhillips, and Aloha - obtain gasoline from refineries or import
terminals and distribute it to retail stations. A sixth marketer, BC Oil, operated the former Texaco properties owned by
United States Restaurant Properties but is now bankrupt. Retail stations can be owned and operated by
marketers,(6) operated by lessee-dealers under contract with the marketer that owns the station, or owned and
operated by independent retailers.
Hawaii's refiners import crude oil, and gasoline marketers can also import gasoline. Since Hawaii has only two
refineries, both on Oahu, the ease or difficulty of importing gasoline can play a key role in determining the price a
marketer pays for gasoline. The refineries in Hawaii normally have the capability to produce approximately enough
gasoline to satisfy demand in Hawaii. These two refineries appear to be the lowest-cost source of supply.(7) Various
firms occasionally have imported gasoline in the past.(8) Even if gasoline imports are rare, however, we would expect
the cost of imports to influence the price that marketers pay for gasoline in Hawaii. A marketer with the ability to
import gasoline likely will have a better chance of negotiating a favorable supply agreement with one of the local
refineries, since the refinery likely would have to bear the cost of exporting gasoline if a competitor increased gasoline
imports significantly.(9)
Act 77 was enacted shortly after settlement of the State's antitrust price-fixing suit against gasoline marketers.
Antitrust laws prohibit competitors from agreeing on prices or reaching other agreements that would cause a
reduction in competition. However, antitrust law does not prohibit a company from speculating about how its
competitors will react to its prices and taking those expectations into account when making its own, independent
pricing decisions. Parallel independent behavior, without any direct or circumstantial evidence of explicit agreement
on prices or practices that may facilitate collusion, does not violate the antitrust laws.(10)
Several significant non-antitrust aspects of Hawaii's gasoline market tend to increase retailers' costs and discourage
entry.(11) First, due to Hawaii's unusual land ownership regime, it is difficult to obtain fee-simple ownership to land,
which may reduce the incentive to invest in station facilities sited on the land.
Second, Hawaii also has sought to enact rent cap legislation limiting the rent wholesalers could charge retail dealers
who lease their stations from the wholesalers.(12) Wholesalers could respond to rent controls in two different ways,
both of which likely would reduce the number and quality of dealer-operated gasoline stations. If rent controls have

the effect of reducing the total revenues that a wholesaler receives from dealers, then the wholesaler is likely to have
fewer dealer-operated stations than it would in the absence of the rent control and to spend less money maintaining
the stations. Alternatively, the wholesaler might try to make up for the lost lease revenues by increasing the price it
charges the dealer for gasoline (assuming the wholesale price cap on gasoline is not binding). In that case, the
wholesaler effectively bears more risk, because more of its revenues would come from the sale of a commodity
whose price fluctuates, rather than from rents. This increased risk increases the wholesaler's cost of selling gasoline
through stations operated by lessee-dealers. The wholesaler likely would respond to this cost increase by using fewer
dealer-operated stations or investing less money in maintaining the stations. In short, the rent controls likely would
reduce the number and quality of gasoline stations, increase gasoline prices, and cause inconvenience for
consumers, who would have to travel farther to find gas stations.
Third, and perhaps most important, Hawaii's law prohibiting "encroachment" (and its predecessor "divorcement"
law(13)) constrain the ability of both incumbents and new entrants to establish new stations. In 1991, Hawaii passed
a divorcement law that imposed a temporary moratorium on the building of any new company-operated stations,
which was extended in 1993 for two more years.(14) In 1995, Hawaii continued the moratorium but revised it
slightly.(15) In 1997, Hawaii replaced divorcement with an anti-encroachment law barring oil companies as well as
jobbers from opening company-operated stations within a radius of one-eighth of a mile around every dealeroperated station in an urban area and one-quarter of a mile in other areas.(16)
Published economic research demonstrates that anti-encroachment and divorcement laws tend to increase retail
gasoline prices. A National Bureau of Economic Research study found that company-operated stations can be the
most efficient form of management for high-volume, low-service gasoline stations.(17) Laws that limit marketers'
ability to establish new company-operated stations thus force them to adopt higher-cost organizational forms, and
these increased costs likely are passed through to consumers in the form of higher gasoline prices. The most
comprehensive of the published economic studies, conducted by a senior FTC economist, found that state
divorcement and anti-encroachment laws tend to increase retail prices by an average of 2.6 cents per gallon.(18)
Another study found Maryland's divorcement law, the first in the nation, raised self-service gasoline prices by 1.4 to
1.7 cents and full-service prices by 5 to 7 cents per gallon at stations that were formerly company-operated.(19) We
are aware of no study specifically estimating the effect of Hawaii's divorcement and anti-encroachment laws, but we
know of no reason that these laws would not have effects in Hawaii similar to their effects in other states. Indeed, the
FTC warned in 1985 that the divorcement law already under discussion in Hawaii "would unquestionably increase the
costs of gasoline distribution, eliminate legitimate price competition, and raise prices for motor fuel to consumers."(20)
Legal restrictions on a marketer's ability to establish company-operated stations also may discourage new entry.
There is evidence from the record of Anzai v. Chevron, Hawaii's now-settled lawsuit against many of the gasoline
marketers, showing that Hawaii's anti-encroachment law served to stifle the efforts of BHP, former owner of the
Tesoro refinery, to embark on what it hoped would be a low-priced volume retail business.(21) This constraint may
especially discourage retail entry by jobbers (who purchase unbranded gasoline from refiners) or smaller oil
companies, which tend to rely more heavily on company-operated stations instead of franchised dealers.(22)

2. Likely Effects of Price Controls
Most economists and antitrust experts doubt that price controls are a viable mechanism to increase consumer welfare
in markets where competition is possible, and we see no reason that competition is not possible in Hawaii's gasoline
market. Historical experience demonstrates that price controls tend to create shortages, reduce quality, and generate
other inefficiencies.(23)
The U.S. experience with gasoline price controls in the 1970s confirms the predictions of economic reasoning. In
1971, gasoline prices were regulated as part of the Nixon Administration's two-year adoption of economy-wide wage
and price controls. In 1973, the federal government prohibited refiners and marketers from charging prices that
exceeded their average prices on May 15, 1973, plus adjustments for changes in costs. Though not identical to the
price controls in Act 77, the federal controls were similar in two key ways: (1) they applied both to wholesale and to

retail prices, and (2) prices were adjusted based on costs.(24) A report by the Federal Trade Commission's Bureau of
Economics concluded that the federal price controls led to the adoption of higher-cost production methods and
sporadic shortages manifested in gasoline lines.(25)
Customers queued up at gasoline stations are perhaps the most visible example of the inefficiencies resulting from
the shortages created by gasoline price controls, but myriad other examples actually occurred during this period:
limited station hours, Sunday station closures, "odd-even" purchasing restrictions based on license plate numbers,
and restrictions on the number of gallons the customer could purchase in a single trip to the gasoline station. Also
noteworthy are the secondary effects of such inconveniences, which included efforts to hoard gasoline and, in some
instances, an increased hazard of car fires because people began storing additional gasoline in containers in their
trunks.(26) Some research even shows that the inconvenience and other inefficiencies associated with gasoline
station lines cost consumers more than they saved as a result of regulated gas prices.(27)
The price controls in Act 77 likely would create shortages. Act 77 ties maximum retail prices in Hawaii to wholesale
prices on the West Coast. Tying regulated prices in Hawaii to West Coast prices might not always create shortages.
For example, when other sources of imported gasoline are cheaper than the West Coast, the price cap is less
binding. The price controls could, however, create shortages when low West Coast prices coincide with a refinery
outage in Hawaii. In that case, the price cap would discourage imports precisely when they are most needed.
Even in the absence of refinery problems in Hawaii, the specific formula in Act 77 has the potential to create
shortages. For example, the transportation margin needs to reflect not just the out-of-pocket cost of transporting
gasoline, but also the time value of money while the product is in transport, the risk that prices might change while the
product is in transport, and the likelihood that prices will fall when an entire tanker-load of product enters the market.
The assumed transportation margin of four cents per gallon may be below the efficient level. FTC staff have seen no
evidence that transportation costs are this low, and evidence from Hawaii's lawsuit against certain of the incumbent
gasoline marketers suggests that transportation costs may be substantially higher.(28)
Firms may also reduce customer convenience or quality in response to the price controls. For example, the price
caps apply only to self-service regular gasoline. A retail station operator could potentially evade the price cap by
offering only mid-grade, premium, or full-service. The U.S. experience with gasoline price controls reveals other ways
that firms increased customer convenience or decreased quality in response to price controls. Some stations
demanded "tips," while others gave customers "free" gasoline if they bought items such as rabbit's-foot keychains,
will forms, or bars of soap at inflated prices. Regular customers received preferential access to gasoline. Refiners
sometimes reduced octane ratings.(29)
In short, FTC staff believe that the costs of price controls to consumers would almost certainly outweigh any
consumer benefits.

3. Alternative Policies to Reduce Costs and Prices
Policymakers concerned about gasoline prices in Hawaii might find it productive to assess the likely impact of several
alternative policies that have the potential to reduce gasoline prices by reducing costs and/or enhancing competition.
Possible options include:

• Repeal Hawaii's anti-encroachment law, so that incumbent refiners and jobbers could build additional
company-operated stations in advantageous locations and new entrants would have the option of
operating their own stations instead of using franchised dealers.

• Eliminate Hawaii's legislation mandating rent caps for lessee-operated gasoline stations.

• Under merger law, antitrust officials can challenge mergers or acquisitions likely to foster tacit or explicit
collusion.(30) Hawaii's Attorney General should have resources sufficient to assess whether future
mergers or acquisitions are likely to substantially lessen competition.(31)
The relationship between terminal access, import prices, and retail prices is another topic that may merit further
consideration. Record evidence from Hawaii's lawsuit against the gasoline marketers, as well as economic logic,
confirm that the greatest constraint on the pricing of the two local refiners is a marketer's credible threat to purchase
gasoline from outside Hawaii.(32) If DBEDT's ongoing study and other evidence show that wholesale prices are not
competitive, then policymakers may want to consider options that would improve access to existing terminals for new
entrants. Hawaii has no public or private terminal that guarantees third parties nondiscriminatory access to its docks,
tanks and pipelines; the State could explore innovative ideas to ensure third party access, on a nondiscriminatory
basis.

4. Concluding Comments
FTC staff recognize that gasoline prices have been a highly contentious issue in Hawaii, and that legislators often
face strong pressure from citizens to take action against prices that are perceived as "too high." We urge you to
consider, however, that a decision to impose price controls is also, in most cases, a decision to supplant competitive
forces with direct administrative intervention. A significant body of research and experience suggests that price
controls have a poor record of improving consumer welfare in markets where competition is possible, and may in fact
cause more harm than good in the long term.
For this reason, we believe the Hawaii Legislature acted with great foresight when it included in Act 77 the provisions
delaying the implementation of price controls, so that DBEDT could study their potential impact and assess
alternative policies to reduce gasoline prices in Hawaii. Substantial evidence suggests that the alternatives to price
controls would best promote consumer welfare, and we urge legislators to consider this evidence when evaluating
policies intended to affect gasoline prices.
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